
Using your Cubit map

Basic Troubleshooting

Map problems?
Oh no! We’re so sorry to hear it. Here’s what to do.

Use Firefox as your browser when working with your map.

Still having problems? Clear your cache in Firefox.

Still having problems? We want to know! Please call, e-mail, or visit our website if you need
one-on-one support for your custom map.

Cubit is a concierge service for demographic data. But you can think of us as
the data nerds.

You aren’t alone in being overwhelmed by data. Since 2009, we’ve helped over
10,000 companies get the demographic data and interactive maps that they
need to make data-driven business decisions. Free yourself to focus on
building your business rather than wrangling spreadsheets and building maps.

Learn more at cubitplanning.com.

E-mail
help@cubitplanning.com

Call
1-800-939-2130

Visit
www.cubitplanning.com/

data/contactMon - Fri, 8AM - 5PM CST



Using your Cubit map the basics

General Overview

Layer selector
Turns different types of data on &
off.

Pop-ups
Displays information when a point
on the map is clicked. Scroll to see
more data.

Widgets
Allow for manipulation of data as-
sociated with layers. These wid-
gets change as the map is moved.

Zoom
Plus sign magnifies the map and
the minus sign zooms out of the
map.



Using your Cubit map layers & widgets

About Layers

Turn a layer (1 type of data) on by checking
the checkbox. Turn a layer off by unchecking
the box.

The widgets in your map correspond to a spe-
cific layer. For example, the widgets that begin
with Zip: correspond to the zip layer.

About Widgets

Autostyle
Colors the map to reflect the data for the widget’s variable.

Click on the tear drop in a widget to autostyle based on that data. For example,
clicking on the tear drop in Zip: Median Income makes the zips with higher
medium incomes appear in dark red and zips with lower medium incomes ap-
pear in light pink. To return the map to default, click the tear drop again.

Widget and map without autostyle Widget and map with median income
autostyle

To use widgets that begin with Zip, you
must check the Zip Layer in the layer se-
lector.



Using your Cubit map layers & widgets cont.

About Widgets

Category filters
Filters out everything except for selected
category.

To turn on a category filter, click on a cat-
egory.

To turn off, click category again, or click
“All”.

Bar graph filters
Filter displays geographies with values
inside a range.

To filter, click on the bar graph. Two
handles will appear. Drag the handles
to set your filter range. The range value
appears above & below the handles.

To turn off, click “Clear”.

Map without bar graph filter Map with bar graph filter for median in-
come above 56k


